SMARTENGINNERING SPA has a new position:
Software Egineer - Lombardia
Currently, we are looking for a Software Engineer with experience in cloud development. The
resource will be involved in an innovative project related to the development and design of cloudnative solutions, which exploit modern technologies in the field of humanoid robotics.

Main responsibilities:
Create cloud-native solutions that make best use of container-based and serverless environments
running in cloud and on edge.
Design and implementation of products features for our robots.
Assess existing applications and recommend appropriate technical treatments to migrate to cloudnative platforms.
Main requirements:
Proficiency in Python and OOP.
Experience in Microservices design and development
Experience with Cloud development and deployment tools (Kubernetes, Docker, KubeEdge)
Familiar with LINUX based systems
Familiar with CI/CD and version control tools (git)
Nice to have:
Experience with messaging queue protocols (MQTT/AMQP/Apache Kafka ...)
Experience with Web Development technologies (Django, Tornado, ...)
Programming experience with front-end frameworks and technologies (JavaScript, TypeScript)
We can offer solid opportunities for professional growth, thank’s to our Academy and training on the
job.
We believe that people can really make the difference, especially we trust in smart and young
engineers, with strong passion for innovation and humanoid robotics.
If you are interested in the position above, apply now sending your cv to sara.nicoli@sengineering.it
and take this opportunity for your future.
Thank’s for your attention and good luck!
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